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Outsourcing: Buyers'
Perspectives

Definitions

IS outsourcing is the contracting ofan information system func-

tion or process to a vendor on a long-term (at least one year)

basis (see Exhibit 1).

EXHIBIT 1

IS Outsourcing Definition

Information systems (IS) outsourcing is the

contracting of an IS process or function to an
external vendor on a long-term (1 + years) basis.

The various IS outsourcing segments are, as shown in Exhibit 2,

1. Systems Operations - Contracting to a vendor the informa-

tion systems operations in either of two ways:

• Platform Systems Operations - The vendor is responsible for

managing the computer systems and their associated net-

works.
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EXHIBIT 2

IS Outsourcing Components

Outsourcing

Systems
Operations

Platform

Operations

Network

Management
Desktop

Services

Applications

Management

Applications

Operations

Applications

Maintenance
Applications

Development

'Applications Systems Operations - The vendor is responsible

for developing and/or maintaining a client's applications soft-

ware as well as operating and managing the computer systems

and their associated networks.

2. Network Management - Contracting to a vendor for the

operations and management of the computer-related telecommu-
nications network, transmitting data and text, voice, image, and
video as required. Voice-only network operations are not part of

information systems outsourcing,

3. Desktop Services - Contracting to a vendor for the deploy-

ment, maintenance, support, and connectivity of the

organization's PC/workstation inventory. The service may also

include performing the "help desk" function.

4. Applications Management - The vendor is responsible for

the development and maintenance of aU the applications sys-

tems a client uses to support a business operation.
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•Applications Development - Contracting for the design, devel-

opment, maintenance and enhancement ofnew appUcations

software associated with a business operation.

•Applications Maintenance - Contracting only for the mainte-

nance of the existing applications software associated with a
business operation.

Information systems outsourcing is distinguished from systems
integration in the following way: Systems integration is project-

oriented, i.e., there is a definable start and end point to the

relationship other than the contract period. Systems operations

and other forms of outsourcing are process-oriented, i.e., there is

a continuing relationship. (See Exhibit 3.)

Systems Outsourcing vs.

Systems Integration

• Systems outsourcing is function- or

process-oriented

• Systems integration is proyecf-oriented

Driving Forces for Use of Information Technology

The primary forces having an impact on larger organizations are

well chronicled. As shown in Exhibit 4, today's business must
deal with globalization, specialization, a rapid pace of change,

and integration, if it is to succeed. Each of these trends is re-

shaping industry and business and is directly impacting infor-

mation technology strategies and programs.
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• Few industries are free today from international impacts.

Market barriers are being removed in all comers of the globe,

creating new opportunities and permitting the entry of numer-
ous new competitors. Today's information systems (use of

information technology) strategy must

- Provide international access

- Use international standards

- Support international operations

• Competition, the tight economy, and restructuring problems
are causing senior management to focus on the core of an
organization's capabilities. The resvdt is a more specialized

and focused organization that emphasizes what it does best.

Not only are org£mizations limiting the breadth of their mis-

sion, they are focusing on the functions most critical to that

mission. Ifan automobile company does not need to manvifac-

ture radios to maintain its product differentiation, it also does

not need to operate its own central data center. Information

systems programs must:

- Concentrate on strategic systems that support the critical

fimctions

- Provide the most cost-effective methods of development and
operation of IS processes at all levels.
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EXHIBIT 4

Information Technology Driving Forces

Trends Organization Information Systems

• Globalization

• Specialization

• Pace of change

• Integration

International opportunities

and competition

Core business and
functions

Structural change

Intraorganizational

relationships

International

processing requirements

Strategic systems

Rapid response and
deployment

Intra- and inter-

organizational systems

• The pace of change in the world has never been more rapid.

Certainly, information technology has been a factor in speed-

ing up the pace, yet it remains the primary tool to help man-
agement deal with it. In the 1970s it was acceptable to take

three to five years to build a major new system. Today it can

be assimaed that in three years the priorities will be different,

the organization will be structured differently, and it is likely

the system will not fit.

- Today's IS program must be prepared to react rapidly to

unplanned requirements, large or small.

- Doing the routine work is important, but doing the un-

planned is the measure of success today.

• Competing on a global basis, specializing as a source of com-

petitive strength, and responding rapidly to change all drive

today's critical requirement to integrate all aspects ofan orga-

nization. Since the core ofintegration is the flow of informa-

tion, the impacts on the IS program are extensive.
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- Internally, the information network must support the flow of

the organization. Today's applications are described as

large, complex, integrated, and cross-fimctional—^but new
applications are simpler, faster, and more controlled by
users.

- Externally, today's IS program must create interorganiza-

tional systems. The introduction of electronic data inter-

change (EDI) systems has won more than one IS manager a
deserved promotion!

No large business or organization is free from xmexpected, sig-

nificant change today. Mergers, acquisitions, divestitures,

leveraged buyouts, downsizing (reductions in work force), and
re-engineering are aU commonplace. These occurrences intro-

duce a requirement for change into the information systems

strategy that was not common just a few years ago. Change is a
strong element of the equation that is driving outsourcing

within the information systems arena today.

IS Organization in the 1990s

For years INPUT has been researching and identifying shifts in

the role and priorities ofinformation systems and the IS execu-

tive. Over the past three years, that research identified signifi-

cant shifts resulting from the driving forces listed above and the

explosion ofinformation technology.

The impacts of these shifts are now being realized through such

decisions as those made by Kodak, General Dynamics, and
United Technologies regarding the outsourcing of their IS fimc-

tions; manufacturers and banks hiring a single vendor to pro-

vide applications software, data, and network operations, and all

maintenance; and IS executives saying publicly, "I don't ever

want to manage a data center again."

However, a more fiindamental question must be asked, "Should

a separate IS organization exist at all in the 19908?"
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The IS organization has consistently grown in size, status, and
cost over the last 30 years. It is now a fully recognized service

unit reporting to the senior executives or, at a very high level, to

a chief financial or administration officer.

A typical organization structure is shown in Exhibit 5. Various

aggregations may be made by geography or product Hne depend-

ing on the organization, but essentially the IS department is

outside the operating imits' control. It is almost always a cost

center.

EXHIBITS

Organizational Position of IS Unit

Present

Corporate

Management

Corporate

Functions

Corporate

Planning

Research and
Development

Finance and

Accounting

Human
Resources

Administration

Operating Units Support Units
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Yet in the 1980s, we consistently heard how important informa-

tion systems were to the success of the organism as a whole.

Concepts of "mission—critical systems," "systems for competitive

advantage," etc., were introduced and adopted in large part by
organizations. As executives in operating \mits come to believe

these messages, they naturally seek more influence eind control

over "their" systems.

Another trend that became obvious in the 1980s was the in-

creasing difficulty of separating computer systems from people

systems. With network systems and more rapid information

flow, the integration of people with their computer/commimica-
tions support infrastructure has become symbiotic in operations

as well as in development. Computer and communications
systems by themselves accomplish nothing: they have to work
with people to be effective.

A consequence of these two trends could well be the disappear-

ance of the separate IS xmit as we know it today, resulting in an
organization structure depicted in Exhibit 6.
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EXHIBIT 6

Organizational Position of IS Unit

Future

Corporate

Management

Corporate

Functions
IS

Sales

IS

Research and
Development

IS

Operations

IS

Marketing

"is

IS

Corporate

Planning
IS

Finance and
Accounting

IS

Client

Support

IS

Human
Resources

IS

Administration

IS

Operating Units Support Units

Operating, support, and corporate iinits will take, and indeed

are taking, back management of the development and operation

of their appUcations. The only remaining separable tasks are

those relating to interfaces among systems/units, planning, and
corporate control. But even here, these functions can be ab-

sorbed in other service units fairly effectively.

After all, interface management, for example, primarily relates

to timing, definitions, action reporting, contingency planning,

and information needs; all these activities have to be coordi-

nated anjrway by imits other then the IS department. If all we
are considering are IS technical interfaces for software, network
protocols, computer standards, etc., then the rationale for a

separate IS department is eroded even further. These decisions

could and probably should be made by the IS people within the
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units involved, not some expensive internal bureaucracy. Cer-

tainly the corporate assets need to be protected, but the corpo-

rate view can well be put by corporate planning and/or finance

units.

If expert, objective opinion is needed it can be bought. Thus, the

1990s may well see the disappearance of the IS unit and the

integration of IS fimctions with the operating, support, and
corporate imits in the

organization.

There does exist a prior example of a similar evolution; that of

electric power in the 19th centviry.

Analogy between Electric Power in the 1800s and Computer Power
in the 1900s

In the industrial revolution, a power plant was built for each

factory. This process was often carried over into other buildings

including mines, government buildings, large houses, etc. These
plants were used to initially provide power for work; heat, light,

and ventilation came later. In many cases, gas was used for

heat and light.

The plants operated on water power or on steam. Power distri-

bution within a building was by means of cumbersome networks
of pulleys, belts, axles, gears, etc.—^in other words, mechanical

means.

When electricity was discovered and applied, plants converted to

it. However, there was initially no way to apply the right

amount ofpower to each task (stepping down). So there was a
combination of mechanical and electrical distribution in plants

—

but essentially still one central source. Characteristics of elec-

tric power use in the 1800s are shown in Exhibit 7.
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EXHIBIT?

Electric Power Evolution in the 1800s

• Mid-1 800s Plants/buildings/estates had own electric

power generators

important separate unit

Applications were lighting and work

Usually driven by steam

No transmission capability

No fractional motors

Mechanical local distribution

Competing "protocols"

• Late-1800s Transmission grids became available

Standards emerged (AC over DC)

Fractional motors applied

appropriate power to tasks

Dedicated power units disappeared

a) generators

b) organizations

Local-area networks (LANs) emerged

Because power could not be transmitted, it was thought that the

cities where the fuel for the power \inits was located wovild grow
substantially as factories and the supporting infrastructure

were built there. Thus at one time in the 19th century there

was a major argument as to which would become the largest city

in the world: Buffalo, New York, with its access to hydro power
from Niagara Falls, or Liverpool, England, which was on top of

the world's largest known coal deposit!
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As the requirements to distribute electric power to users became
more pronoimced, the need for transmission grids and standards

grew. The choices in standards were not only between AC and
DC distribution but also involved the number of cycles and
voltage to be used.

Once these grids and standards became established, the need to

have a power unit for each geographic imit disappeared. Plants

could be freely moved. Eventually both Buffalo and Liverpool

declined into secondary cities. Power management in an organi-

zation became an administrative fimction: in some cases, such
as in an aliiminimi plant, an extremely important one.

Also, fractional motors allowed power to be applied to individual

tasks from local networks.

Consumers, whether business or individuals, bought electric

appliances with motors suitable for each task. The use of elec-

tric power became integrated into everyday functions of business

and working life.

One can look at the emergence of the use of computer power
since 1960 in an analogous manner as shown in Exhibit 8. Cen-
tral power vtnits grew ever larger through the 1970s and 1980s.

However, in the 1980s we saw the emergence of the "fractional"

motor of the information systems industry, the microprocessor

or microcomputer. This enables the effective distribution of

power in the amoimt needed to the point-of-work (POW).
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EXHIBITS

Electric Power and Computer Power Analogs

Electric Power Computer Power

Initially standalone generators Initially standalone data centers

Standards (AC or DC) evolved Standards evolved

Emergence of transmission grids Emergence of networks

Step-down motor applied

power to POW*
Microprocessor applied power
to POW*

Provided physical illumination Provides information (intellectual

illumination)

Electric power application

eventually absorbed by users

Computer power application

eventually absorbed by users

*POW = Point of Work

Telecommunications networks that enable these POWs to be

connected have also emerged. These networks provide inter-

faces between nonstandard devices of various power as did

electric power networks. Just as transmission grids enabled

widespread use of lighting, so computer networks enable wide-

spread use of information.

The analogy can be drawn further.

Initially the money to be made in the electric industry was in

bioilding electric generators for factories and other buildings.

The utilities (electric power generating and transmission) com-

panies then started to become larger customers for the manufac-

turers but also drove them out of the generator business.
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The real money then was made in the application devices used
for the myriad tasks to which human ingenviity has appUed
electric power. This is not so much in the small electric motors
themselves but in the whole devices, e.g., ovens, drills, vacuvmi
cleaners, etc.—^in other words, applications.

In the computer industry, initially the money was made in the

mainframe business. Now increasingly, profit is in the services

and products that provide application of computer power directly

to POWs. As with the fractional electric motor, there is not so

much profit in the microprocessor itself, the "engine" for these

devices.

Of course, the analogy can be drawn too far. There are substan-

tial differences as shown in Exhibit 9.

However, electric power has been perhaps the most significant

"driving force" in the growth of our civilization in the 1900s.

Computer power may well be the most significant "driving force"

in the growth of our civilization in the 2000s. Therefore, an
examination of the evolution of electric power and its use can be
valuable in predicting what will happen to the computer indus-

try. Perhaps the computer utilities are already here: EDS,
ISSC, etc.
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Electric Power and Computer Power Differences

• Electric power works with physical, tangible things

• Computer power works with intellectual, intangible things

• Application devices for electric power are physically driven

• Application devices for computer power are software,

intellectually driven

• Electric power network is a one-way consumption system

• Computer power network is a two-way flow of information

• Electric power utilities were heavily regulated

• Computer power "utilities" are nonregulated

• Electric power "standards" varied by geography

• Computer power standards will be global (?)

• Electric power requires huge generating facilities and
expensive physical distribution capabilities

• Computer power requires ever smaller and cheaper

generating facilities and transmission capabilities

• Electric power is physically dangerous

• Computer power is intangibly dangerous

Role of the IS Organization in the 1990s

IS organizations (if they continue to exist) must adopt a signifi-

cantly different style for the 1990s. As Exhibit 10 suggests, the

IS organization of the 1990s must be

• Smaller, thus more flexible and responsive
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• Expert-based, both in technology and the business

• OrgEinized as consultants helping others to tap the benefits of

information technology

• A promoter ofinformation technology, not necessarily the

implementer

The real job is to get the maximimi benefit for the organization

from information technology, both short and long term, by what-
ever mesins are available.

EXHIBIT 10

Future IS Unit

Organizational Style

Smaller

Expert-based—^technology and business

Consulting style—information engineers

and solution builders

Marketers of technology

The primary roles of the IS fimction are described in Exhibit 11.

IS management cannot ignore the more operational aspects of

the information systems process, but with open-minded use of

today's vendors' capabihties, they can switch the balance of their

efforts in favor of strategy, architecture, verification ofimple-

mentation, and the equipping of users.

• Strategy - This has always been an IS fimction, but not one

that has been done well in many cases. It simply has not had
time. Without a defined evolutionary strategy, new technology

can't be assessed and appropriate choices made. Today there

is nothing more important than identifying the next strategic

information technology alternative.
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•Architecture - Integration can't be accomplished without a
technology plan or architecture. With an architecture it be-

comes easier to consider outsourced alternatives and new
technologies, and it is possible to address unplanned, major
requirements.

EXHIBIT 11

Primary Roles of IS Unit

Role Description

Strategy Linking information

technology to business

objectives

Architecture Providing the technical

infrastructure

Contract/Project

Management
Overseeing the execution of

major efforts

Organizational

Behavior

Providing the people skills and
environment for IT use

• Contract Management - Getting things done on time and on
budget has not been a strength of IS tmits—^yet today, more
than ever, it is a reqmrement. IS vendors have learned how to

do this, and IS imits can learn from them. If the management
skills are in place, then who performs the work is secondary to

being sure it is performed properly. The vendor can manage
the project and the IS vmit can manage the vendor (or con-

tract).
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• Orgamzational Behavior - Today everyone is a "hands-on" user

of information technology. From the executive suite to the

factory floor, work patterns are being changed by information

systems and their use. As the pace quickens, so does the re-

quirement for behavioral support. Someone has to deal with
the behavior and training aspects of IT. Who better than the

IS function? It is now a full-time activity.

Successfully performing these four roles can increase the posi-

tive impact of information technology on the organization.

Information Systems Strategy and Outsourcing

1. Activity vs. Control

EXHIBIT12

One way for the IS unit to consider outsourcing in a balanced
manner is to tie it into the information strategy of the organiza-

tion. In Exhibit 12, the activity of the IS unit has been divided

into four elements.

IS Unit Activities and Outsourcing

Information

Systems Network

IS Activity

Plan
Build/

Create Operate Maintain

• Architecture IS Unit

and strategy

• Computer/

communications
Vendor

• Systems Vendor
software

• Transaction
Sharedapplications

• Decision

applications Shared
T
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• Planning and the elements of architecture and strategy shotild

always remain within the purview of IS. They form the basis

of control and, to the truly capable IS executive, are all that

must be performed internally to meet the challenges of the

1990s.

However, the IS unit should involve vendors in all phases of

this activity so that the implementation activities are handled

economically and effectively. The days of the IS imit doing all

the planning, then telling the vendors, "Do this," are over.

•Vendors build and maintain the computers, cormnunications

facilities, and systems software. The renewed interest in

systems operations/facilities management is increasing vendor

involvement and control over operation and maintenance of

this element.

• Through the extensive use of apphcations software packages

and because of the push towards systems integration, the

vendor's role in applications is expanding. Either a vendor or

IS can effectively build, operate, and maintain these elements

of today's complex information network. However, the trend is

to increasing use of external suppliers because of availability

and costs of required skills

IS management should use this structure to evaluate forthcom-

ing key programs. One result will be an assessment ofvendor

alternatives for more major programs. A second resvdt could be

better overall performance of the information systems fvmction.

2. Impact ofVarious Types of Outsourcing

Each of the outsourcing and systems management categories in

Exhibit 13 is classified by the value ofimpact it can have on the

business relative to operational, tactical, and strategic activities.

• An applications operations vendor can provide advanced appli-

cations software while assimaing ftiU systems operations re-

sponsibilities, thus allowing IS management to focus on the

goals of the business. This is proving to be an increasingly

common approach in the banking industry, for example. The
outsourcing decision can have significant benefit for all levels

of the business.
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• A platform operations vendor can free the internal technical

steifF to concentrate on future information technology strategy.

It provides more effective day-to-day operation of the computer
center and network.

• Desktop services really allow user organizations to be more
effective. Their impact is at the user imit level; their corporate

impact is the sum of the lower-level impacts. In aggregate,

such services may have more impact than large, central ser-

vices.

• In a technology transition situation, the vendor can assimie

day-to-day management of the older technology, freeing the

internal staff to speed its acclimation to and implementation of

the new technology. Thus, there may be little obvious opera-

tions impact.

• An applications management vendor brings knowledge to the

development ofnew applications and support of the current

application investment. It can be particularly effective when
re-engineering oflegacy systems is desired.

• A systems integration project typically has its highest impact
and benefit at the tactical level. The new application solution

will change how a process is performed and integrate the

function more tightly with the rest of the business.
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Business Impact and Level of Benefit

of Types of Outsourcing

Category
Business Impact

Operational Tactical Strategic

Applications

Vh/^CI dUUI lO

High High Medium

Platform

wjJolctllUI lo

High Medium Medium

Desktop

Services

High Medium Low

Transition

Management
Medium High Low

Applications

Management
High High Medium

Systems
Integration

Medium High Medium

Function/

Business

Re-engineering

High High High

Function/

Business

Operation

High Medium Medium

• A function/business re-engineering project has a more funda-

mental impact. It accomplishes the changes directly. Such
projects are relatively few, but of critical importance. An
organization only gets one opportimity to re-engineer; if it

fails, it can be out of business.
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• Function/business operations contracts do not necessarily

impact the strategy level. They are iindertaken for economic

reasons and for immediate tactical benefits such as improved
customer service.

By understanding the elements of the information systems

program that IS must control, and recognizing where major
programs will impact the organization, each new program can be

assessed against the outsourcing alternative.

Outsourcing Opportunities

Exhibit 14 shows some of the needs that outso\ircing can meet
which may restdt in benefits greater than can be provided by
insourcing.

Organizational Impact of Outsourcing

The organizational impact of IS outsourcing is at three levels as

shown in Exhibit 15. At the overall organization level there may
be very little obvious impact of IS outsourcing. After all, many
IS organizations are geographically and functionally separated

from the imits they serve. Interfaces with the new provider of

IS are couched in the same terms as before, i.e., report titles,

telephone answering messages, etc., and still use the buyer's

terminology, not the vendor's.

• One area of impact, and often an vmcomfortable one, results

from the allocation of staff to the vendor. Formal and informal

personal linkages can be broken which have been built up over

the years.
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• Another impact area, linked to the previous one, is that

changes must now be more rigorously examined and justified.

The ability to have change made on an informal basis virtually

disappears, or becomes very expensive. If rigor is obtained

without bureaucracy, the organization can benefit substan-

tially, ifbureaucracy and delay results fi-om outsourcing, then

user fi'ustration will result.

• The impacts of outsourcing will be increasingly felt over time.

In particular, the user fimctions should see faster access to

skills and new technology. Typically the vendor devotes more
resources to R&D in IT and its application to the customer's

business. Therefore it has answers to the technology and
applications questions earlier than most internal IS units.

Also the wider range of skills (in IT, IS, and business fvmc-

tions) available to the vendor enables answers to be obtained

more swiftly. In a sense the customer now has access to a

captive consulting organization.
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EXHIBIT 14

IS Needs Addressed by Outsourcing

Need Opportunity

Critical Application

Development
Contract with applications management
vendor to develop new applications and
integrate with old

Data Center

Consolidation

Use platform systems operations vendor to

consolidate and operate with greater

economies of scale

Lower Investment Remove the computer systems and
supporting assets from balance sheet

by selling IS operation to systems operations

vendor

Investment Deferral Use a systems operations vendor to provide

capacity rather than adding a computer

Reduce Operating

Costs

Sell IS operations to systems operation

vendor through aggressive bidding process

Transition Support

—

Applications

Use applications maintenance vendor
while developing new systems internally

Transition Support-
Operations

Use platform systems operations vendor to

either take over existing operation or develop

new operation environment

Auvancea
Technology

Use application systems operations vendor to

obtain and apply new technology

Network Connectivity Contract with network management vendor to

develop new network and switch over from

old

Reduce Staff Contract with applications systems operations

vendor to transfer development and
operations staff
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Organizational Impacts of Outsourcing

Group Impacts

Total

Organization

No visible impact

Allocation of personnel

More stmctured changes

Faster access to skills

More disciplined implementation

Information

Systems
Management

Manage a smaller organization

Shift to tactics and strategy

1 ime avaiiaDie lor planning

Shift to vendor staff

Shift out of IS interface management

Information

Systems
Professional

Significant initial anxiety

Shift from cost center to profit environment

Greater career opportunities

• Another consequence apparent over time should be more disci-

plined implementation. A buyer/vendor relationship is differ-

ent from an internal service relationship. The vendor must
pay more attention to the details of implementation because if

its services fail (through the user being improperly trained, for

example), it may not get paid! Internal service imits can sim-

ply blame the user. Again this disciplined approach cein be
perceived as tedious, but it protects both parties. It is the lack

of this discipline that often causes internal IS activities to fail.

The IS management staff are the most affected by IS out-

sourcing. If they stay with the buyer their roles change substan-

tially:
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• Firstly they manage a far smaller organization. Order of

magnitude reductions are common (from 200 people to 20, for

example). This entails almost a total work-time reorientation

for many managers who have an internal IS orientation.

Those externally oriented IS managers who have primarily

devoted time to their cUents, external industry activities, etc.,

see much less impact.

• Secondly, their role changes. Emphasis must now be much
more on the planning side ofmanagement. The organizing,

communicating, and control aspects now lie more with the

vendor. The planning is different also. It is not devoted to

resource planning (people, computer, networks) but to applica-

tions and business planning.

• Time and effort must then be allocated to this planning pro-

cess. Ifmanagers do not accomphsh this effectively they will

be fired. There is more exposure than in their previous inter-

nal structure. There is also more potential impact. Their time
is now devoted to change rather than maintfdning the status

quo.

• IS management now also acts as the prime interface with the

vendor. This interface is now almost a partnership, although

there are very important control and evaluation elements that

must not be abdicated. The partnership aspects are particu-

larly important in communications—commimicating with the

user departments, personnel, external providers, clients, etc.

• The biggest impact is on those IS managers who switch from
the internal staff to the vendor. Their measurement criteria

are often very different as is their method of work. Many of

these who make this change become very enthusiastic. They
are, of course, self-selected so this is not that svuprising. They
feel they can now truly benefit from the knowledge they have
gained in the internal environment and often achieve higher

recognition with the vendor.

• There remain those IS managers, like Kathy Hudson at

Kodak, who move upward aggressively in the customer organi-

zation. By outsourcing the IS activity they free themselves to

take greater and broader responsibility than IS.
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IS staffimpacts vary. For many there is very little immediate
impact. They may sit at the same desk, have the same manag-
ers, and deal with the same people as before. Others, of course,

have fvmdamental job changes, in some cases including job

termination.

• The most immediate impact is one of anxiety. This starts as

soon as it becomes known that the orgsmization is considering

outsourcing. This is exacerbated if the probable vendor is one

with a particularly "tough" reputation. It is imperative that

vendors and the buyers deal early and
fast with this anxiety by clearly laying out the plan for the

staff and commitments they will make. Otherwise, some of the

best people (those that can easily find other jobs) will leave if

they feel at all threatened.

• The long-term impact is the switch from an internal, cost-

center orientation to a profit-motivated orientation. The con-

cept of hourly billable time requires a major shift in thinking

and orientation. The pace picks up substantially. Results

become more important than the process. The abihty to

change and adapt becomes more critical.

• For many professionals, particularly the younger, upwardly
oriented person, IS outsourcing ofl;en significantly enhances

career opportimities if for no other reason than the vendor
organizations are growing more rapidly than internal IS units.

• The more staid, "stick-in-the-mud" professional with 20 years

of the same type of experience is likely to find the change very

difficult and will probably not stay in the new environment.

Both vendor and customer should probably expect a 30% turn-

over in retained staff within a year or so of the change.

Outsourcing vendors uniformly report success with the hiring of

IS professionals fi-om their clients following the signing of an
agreement. Certainly not all can be offered a job, but Uiose who
receive offers frequently accept and have a turnover rate no
higher than that of existing vendor employees. For the IS pro-

fessional, working for a company whose business is information

systems and services can bring far greater career opportunities

than working for an in-house IS imit.
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Vendors must identify preferred transferees as early as possible.

Those who are overpaid or underqualified are also identified.

The vendor helps the client address what may be a long-stand-

ing problem in these cases.

IS management sho\ild expect significant help from the out-

sourcing vendor in this area. Such vendors have experience to

draw upon.

Buyer Attitudes toward Outsourcing

Although increasingly widely promoted as a key business con-

cept, IS outsourcing still accounts for less than 3% of total IS

expenditure in the U.S. and less than 1% in Western Europe.
INPUT has examined buyer attitudes to determine why this

penetration is so low.

1. Senior Executives' Views of Their IS Units

Key factors influencing senior executives when they consider the

relevance of outsourcing to their organizations include the per-

ceived value-for-money derived from IS in the past and their

current degree of satisfaction with the in-house IS unit. Any
management team which lacks faith in the effectiveness of its IS

unit in delivering appropriate business solutions will be much
more receptive to outsourcing approaches.

Overall, senior management feel that information systems have
had the most significant impact in improving company efficiency

and assisting in reducing business costs. Typical benefits

clgdmed for information systems over the last decade include the

reduction of paperwork and better meinagement information

leading to enhanced control of the business. Senior management
also claim that their information systems have assisted them in

improving overall company productivity and efficiency. While

executives in the manufacturing sector claim improved inven-

tory levels and manufacturing lead times, the claims for im-

proved business productivity from information systems are most
pronoimced in the financial and business services sectors.
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However they are less satisfied with IS contribution to adminis-

trative efficiency, operational cost reduction, and competitive

advantage. One in five organizations is actively dissatisfied

with these contributions. Obviously such users represent a

target market for outsourcing vendors, provided that the vendor

can convince the user that they are better positioned to make a
business contribution than the in-house IS unit. At present, it is

questionable whether senior executives regard information

services vendors as part of the problem rather than part of the

solution.

In a survey conducted by INPUT, 70% of senior executives were
dissatisfied with at least one major element of their IS \mit's

performance.

Senior executives appear to be adequately, though not highly,

satisfied with the performance of their IS unit in terms of

• Service delivery

• Development ofnew systems
• Return on investment

A significant proportion (about one in five) of senior executives

are dissatisfied with each of these factors, and this represents

an opportunity for outsourcing vendors. Where senior executives

are dissatisfied with current service delivery performance, there

is an opportunity for vendors to introduce platform operations.

In cases where senior executives regard new systems develop-

ment performance as poor, there is an opportunity for vendors

offering the following:

• Application management
• Application operations

• Systems integration

However, the true Achilles heel ofmany IS units lies in the poor

relationships established between themselves and their internal

clients. Many IS units have been taking steps to manage this

interface more professionally, for example, by appointing ac-
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count managers to liaise with cKents. Still, over a third of senior

executives remain dissatisfied with the way client Uaison is

handled, and the in-house IS unit's imderstanding of, and re-

sponse to, business needs.

However, in spite of these levels of dissatisfaction, senior execu-

tives are generally loyal to their in-house IS unit.

Senior executives consider the principal challenges for IS to be

cost and communications related as shown in Exhibit 16:

EXHIBIT 16

Senior Executives' Challenges for IS Units

• Reduce IS costs

• Reduce business costs through use of IS

• Provide better management information and
business support

• Assist in developing closer links with clients

The economic situation in virtually all industrialized coimtries is

now having a major impact on senior executives' attitudes to-

wards IS spending. Many new development projects have been

postponed. Even potentially cost-saving projects such as major

equipment downsizing have been canceled because of the initial

high levels of investment reqmred.
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IS has always been seen by senior executives as a key tool for

reducing business costs and improving productivity, and there is

increased emphasis on this role. However, the IS unit is also

now expected to make its own contribution towards overall cost

savings. The principal challenge is for the IS imit to maintain or

improve its service to clients while simiiltaneously reducing its

own costs.

It is clear from the above that senior executives are, on average,

only moderately satisfied with the performance of their IS imits.

Many senior executives are dissatisfied with either the delivery

of existing services or the development ofnew systems, and over

a third of senior executives are dissatisfied with the relationship

between the IS unit and its clients. Now introduced into this

scenario is the fact that many senior executives wovdd like to

reduce their IS spending. This appears to be an ideal situation

for outsourcing vendors, yet the moderate success of outsourcing

clearly does not reflect the high level of opportimity.

2. Attitudes toward Outsourcing in General

This level of user dissatisfaction with IS units could be expected

to lead to much higher levels of outsourcing than presently exist.

However, this has yet to materialize. The answer appears to lie

in senior executives' perception that outsourcing services ven-

dors are still primarily IS technicians with an inadequate imder-

standing of the business need. A high proportion oflarge com-

panies have already considered the option of outsourcing, with

the majority claiming that it is not a suitable option for their

organization.

The principal objection raised by those organizations that have

rejected outsourcing as a viable alternative is the perceived high

cost of outsourcing compared to in-house services as shown in

Exhibit 17. This perception should concern outsourcing vendors.

The principle of platform operations is its abiUty to guarantee

service delivery costs for a period of years at levels equal to or

below those which can be achieved by an in-house operation. So
vendors shovJd always be cost-competitive compared to in-house

services when offering platform operations.
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Application development is an area where services vendors are

commonly perceived as being an expensive alternative to use of

in-house personnel. However, taking into account the total

employment costs for in-house staff, as opposed to the marginal

costs of a development project, is this really true?

Principal Objections to Outsourcing

• Cost

• Loss of control

• Policy

• In-house expense

Loss of control is another major reason given by senior execu-

tives for avoiding outsourcing. This obviously depends on the

attitude of the individual executive. There is a strong argument
that it is actually easier to control external vendors than in-

house staff due to the contractual nature of the agreement.

However, executives may be nervous about awarding "open-

ended" contracts rather than contracting smaller pieces.

IS managers are generally most concerned about losing control

of IS strategy, project management, and systems specifications.

They are less concerned about loss of control of

• Equipment operations

• Network operations

• Nonstrategic systems development
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Hence these areas may meet with less opposition to outsourcing.

Corporate policy is another objection commonly raised. While IS

managers may use this objection simply as a blocking device to

outsourcing vendors, it does appear that organizations take a
formal stance at board-level on their attitude to use of out-

sourcing, with many companies taking a negative position.

The presence of in-house IS expertise also acts as an inhibitor to

outsourcing. Many senior executives perceive that their in-

house IS \mits, in spite of their shortcomings, have built up a

level of understanding of the way the company carries out its

business. Vendors are perceived to lack this detailed knowledge,

which they would have to acquire at considerable expense.

The result is that, in large organizations at least, outsourcing

will only be adopted in circtimstances where

• The in-house IS wait lacks the capability or resources,

• The relationship between the IS imit and senior executives has

been severed, or

• IS management is prepared to adopt outsourcing, as described

above.

With regard to the last point, IS managers themselves are in-

creasingly convinced of the trend toward outsourcing; nearly

25% of respondents to a recent survey identified this as a key

trend.

The current economic climate and trend to downsizing also favor

services.

There is a strong pressure on IS managers to reduce their ex-

penditure while maintaining their service to clients, increasing

the likelihood of the adoption of platform operations by those

organizations such as the major financial institutions where
downsizing is not perceived to be appropriate.
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Some vendors target outsourcing around in-house IS competen-

cies by identifying the following:

• The core applications of strategic importance to each company
• The remaining noncore, supporting applications

• Those applications where there is strong in-house expertise

• Those application areas where in-house expertise is weak

The vendor will then typically recommend that the IS imit

continue to develop and support those core applications where

there is strong in-house expertise, with all the remaining appli-

cation areas being outsourced.

However, many senior executives perceive that their IS imit has

a much better understanding of their organization's business

than do outsourcing vendors.

3. Circumstances Creating Opportunities for

Outsourcing

The major circumstance leading to outsourcing identified by
senior executives is the inability of the IS department to provide

the services required because of any of a number of factors as

shown in Exhibit 18. This highlights a number of potential

opportunities for outsourcing vendors since the ability of the in-

house IS tmit to service its clients is diminished by the follow-

ing:

• Change in business focus

• Significant company restructuring

• Acquisition of new subsidiaries

• Downsizing or a dramatic change in technology

• Change in IS management
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EXHIBIT 18

Reasons for Outsourcing

—

Executives

• Business expansion/major change

• Loss of key staff/facilities

• Service deterioration

Many IS units feel vulnerable to a change in company policy on

outsourcing as shown in Exhibit 19, Changes in senior manage-
ment, particvilarly a new chief executive officer, is the most
probable circumstance in which this would come about. Com-
pany acquisition is another event which could stimulate fresh

thinking. Other circumstances include the severance of existing

relationships between senior executives and IS management,
and a refocusing on the company's core business to the exclusion

of IS activities.

EXHIBIT 19

Reasons for Outsourcing

—

IS l\1anagers

• Cliange of corporate policy

• Loss of key staff/facilities

• Business expansion/major change
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The need to increase substantially the systems development

workload whether brought about by business expansion or

changing business goals is another reason for possible adoption

of outsourcing. However, it is probable in these instances that

the workload would be satisfied more often using a systems

integration service than an outsourcing approach.

Service deterioration was the other major driving force Ukely to

lead to consideration of outsourcing by senior executives. How-
ever, it was observed in Exhibit 18 that senior executives al-

ready display quite high levels of dissatisfaction with aspects of

the services currently supplied by in-house IS departments.

This presents opportxmities for outsotircing vendors to demon-
strate their capabilities in

• Improving the relationship between service providers and
clients

• Improving service delivery

• More effective development ofnew systems

4. Outsourcing and Cost Reduction

Both senior executives and IS managers agree that the major

challenge facing in-house IS \mits is the need to reduce IS costs.

The problem is that IS managers typically believe that the way
for them to reduce their costs is not by reducing the delivery

costs of existing services but by reducing their development

activity and, where necessary, reducing the number of develop-

ment staff. To the extent that IS managers recognize the need to

reduce their service delivery costs, they favor options such as

"lights out" processing and distributed processing over out-

sourcing.

One encouraging sign for outsourcing vendors is that a number
of IS managers state that they would adopt outsourcing if it

could be demonstrated to be cost-effective. Other IS managers
state that there is a possibility of their adopting network man-
agement if their networks continued to expand and become too

complex for them to readily manage in-house.
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Nonetheless outsourcing vendors potentially have a significant

role to play in assisting mainframe users to maintain their

services to end users while reducing IS costs via services such as

platform and network operations.

Implementing new systems is not currently a major priority for

mainframe users. This could mean that many large IS depart-

ments will reduce their staffing in these difficult economic times,

with the result being increased opportvmity for outsourcing

vendors.

Downsizing is considered a key trend for their organization by
many IS managers (by 30% of IS manager respondents to one

INPUT survey). This has several implications for outsourcing

vendors.

• Firstly, it creates a large nimiber of opporttmities. At one level,

downsizing creates transition management opportimities to

manage the "old" systems while the in-house IS department

concentrates all of its resources on the new systems. At an-

other level, downsizing creates a discontinuity, and a need to

retrain the IS department, which provides an opening for

senior mgmagement to introduce applications operations ser-

vices and move to a more complete outsourcing arrangement.

• Downsizing, on the other hand, is an alternative means of cost

reduction to outsourcing and threatens to decrease markedly

the market potentigJ for vendors offering platform operations.

5. Effects of Buyer Attitudes on Types of Outsourcing

In large organizations, the rate of take-up of outsourcing has

been significantly reduced by opposition from IS managers and
the reluctance ofmost chief executive ofiicers to impose its use.

Accordingly the rate of take-up of differing types of outsourcing

will reflect the level of resistance they meet in the IS commu-
nity.

The types of service that meet the lower levels of resistance

amongst IS managers are indicated in Exhibit 20, while the

types of outsourcing service that typically meet high levels of

opposition are listed in Exhibit 21.
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Outsourcing Services Meeting
Least IS Unit Resistance

Outsourcina

Service

Level of

Resistance

Transition Management

Network Management

Applications Maintenance

Low

Low/Medium

Low/Medium

Outsourcing Services

Meeting Highest IS Unit Resistance

Outsourcing

Service

Level of

Resistance

Applications Operations

Applications Management

Platform Operations

Very High

High

Medium

Transition management may even be positively welcomed by IS

managers, since it removes their burden of running and main-

taining "old" systems, allowing the organization to concentrate

on IS strategy and new systems development—^its preferred

activities. Furthermore, transition management may be per-

ceived as posing little long-term threat to the in-house IS de-

partment.
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Network management and applications maintenance are ex-

pected to show strong growth over the next five years as users

become more confident in outsourcing these activities.

Network management is an area where many IS departments

lack in-depth technical skills. Many wide-area networks that

were initiated by in-house IS units are now reaching a size and

complexity that makes them "immanageable" in the absence of a

tmit dedicated to this task. Rather than set up such units, IS

managers are often prepared to consider the use ofan out-

sourcing vendor.

Application maintenance, namely the outsourcing of the mainte-

nance of applications that were initially developed in-house, is a

recent market development still in its infancy. However, applica-

tion maintenance takes up a large proportion of IS departments'

resources while being an impopiilar activity with software devel-

opment personnel.

The main pressures encouraging clients to outsource applica-

tions software maintensmce and support include the following:

• Dependence on aging application systems

• Resource management difficulties

• Software staff" discontent

• New business demands on staff"

• "Holding action" during transition

• User discontent with quality of service

They are all primarily management issues, some resulting fi-om

technical difficulties:

• Software—^Applications are becoming difficult to maintain

because they are aging, skills have been lost, or languages and

other systems software have become out of date. Managing

the housekeeping of such software environments is a skill

many IS departments lack.

• Sto/T—Retaining and motivating staffon "maintenance"

projects can be hard as it doesn't have the glamorous image of

new development projects. Outsourcing makes this someone

else's problem, and fi-ees staff to work on new business

projects.
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• Users—^If the quality of service provided to users has decHned

unacceptably, the "hassle" resulting from their discontent,

often resisting in new systems, can equally well result in

outsourcing the support of existing applications. Giving users

sufficient ownership and control over applications service

stands out as a key factor in the success of any outsourcing

service project.

The present economic climate provides the right environment for

outsourcing vendors to market the benefits of applications main-

tenance services such as the following:

• Low-cost maintenance of existing systems

• High utilization of scarce in-house IS staff for new systems

development

• Higher satisfaction from users

However, vendors will need to overcome some reluctance

amongst IS managers to openly admit to the problems they have

in maintaining "old" systems. But, apart from the danger of

embarrassment, maintenance management poses little long-

term threat to IS managers.

Mainframe computers, with their complex operating systems,

are particularly expensive to manage. Platform operations can

reduce the costs ofmanagement and also their unpredictability.

They can also reduce the uncertainties in operating large com-

puter systems caused by factors such as

• Performance worries and the consequent need for equipment

upgrades

• New versions of the operating systems

• Need to change operating systems, possibly imposed by the

equipment vendor

• Recruitment, training, and retention of systems software

specialists
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As well as assisting in cost control, outsourcing of computer

operations removes day-to-day management problems, such as

absent operators and users complaining that their reports have

not been delivered on time.

The present economic climate should favor platform operations

since IS managers now have a strong need to reduce their costs

while maintaining services, which is the principal objective of

mainframe platform operations. Platform operations is likely to

meet with a moderate amount of resistance from IS manage-

ment. However, many IS managers state that they will adopt

outsourcing if it can be proven to be cost effective, and a plat-

form operations contract may well be the lesser evil when the

chief executive insists on cost savings from the IS unit.

Both applications management and appUcations operations are

expected to meet with very high levels of resistance from IS

managers. Indeed, application operations is only likely if it is

imposed by the chief executive officer of the company. Typically

it will only occur in organizations tindergoing dramatic transfor-

mations.

Exhibit 22 indicates the likelihood oflarge organizations adopt-

ing outsourcing. The organization will be more likely to adopt

outsourcing the lower the in-house IS capability and the poorer

the quality of the relationship between the IS department and

its clients.

The subsidiaries of large conglomerates are typically good out-

sourcing prospects since a centralized IS imit may have diffi-

culty in fully imderstanding their needs, give them a low prior-

ity compared to the core business, and be too remote to maintain

a good relationship with the subsidiary's senior executives.

Newly acquired or divested companies are £dso good outsourcing

candidates.

A change of senior management can also lead to adoption of

outsourcing, particularly if the new executive is known to favor

outsourcing.
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Company reorganizations £ind refocusing also commonly lead to

outsourcing. Decentralization often necessitates downsizing and

a realignment of IS systems. Depending on the severity of the

company's problems and the attitudes of senior executives this

can mean either transition management or application opera-

tions are adopted.

EXHIBIT 22

Identification of Outsourcing Prospects

Low

03

O OT

O LU
® CO

0)

High

Changing Remote
Company Subsidiaries !

Structure

Changing New !

Business Acquisition
;

focus

Stable
:

Change of

Well-Focused
: :

Organization !

Low

Quality of Relationship Between IS Unit and Clients

Mediimi-sized and smaller organizations will typically need

more assistance with application development and show signs of

lower levels of opposition to application management and appli-

cation operations. Accordingly, they may present the best pros-

pects for outsourcing vendors emphasizing application opera-

tions. However, they may feel they are too small to finance

outsourcing and need convincing that outsourcing is a cost-

effective option.
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This section provides brief case studies covering several types of

IS outsourcing. Examples are provided for the following:

• Transition management
• Applications maintenance
• Platform systems operations

• Application systems operations

• Desktop services

Transition Management

1. Case Study A

This example illustrates a very typical use of transition manage-

ment. The company that is the subject of Exhibit 23 is a major

retailing organization, whose senior executives perceived that

the IS systems in use were no longer well aligned with changing

business needs. Accordingly, it was decided to develop new
systems and to phase out the mainframe and its existing sys-

tems.

New systems were to be developed by the internal IS depart-

ment, which retained a high level of credibility with senior

executives of the company. However to assist in refocusing the

IS department in the new developments, it was felt desirable to

free IS personnel from maintenance and support activities on

the "old" systems and to free space for locating the new equip-

ment.

As a result, a transition management contract was negotiated

with a systems operations vendor whereby the mainframe was

relocated in the vendor's data center and the vendor took over

responsibility for operating the equipment and maintaining

some of the applications for a period of two years.
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Case Study A: Transition l\/lanagement

Reasons for Adoption Free personnel to develop new
sysiems

VciluUr OclcUllUll Olllcila "roohnnlr\nir*£jl ^anahiliti/
1 cOl II iUluyi(.^i UajJcliJiiiiy

Cost

Location

Length of Contract 2 Years

Level of Satisfaction Good

Likes Efficiency of operations

Dislikes Minor operational problems

It is intended that the contract will terminate at the end of the

two-year period when the "old" systems are no longer required.

Overall, the users have been very satisfied with the service

levels provided by the vendor, the only problem being minor

operational problems caused by misunderstandings between the

users and the operators at the data center.

2. Case Study B

Case Study B, as summarized in Exhibit 24, concerns a regional

computing center of a health authority in the U.K.

The regional computing center was responsible for the provision

of processing services, software development, evaluation and

acquisition, and network management covering each of the

district health authorities within the region. As well as political

pressure to outsource, regional computing facilities were becom-

ing inappropriate since decision making and corresponding
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information systems were being increasingly devolved to the

district and hospital levels. In addition, it was difficiilt to re-

cniit and retain good staff, and the region's capital budgets were

inadequate to maintain IS investment.

As a result it was decided that the existing regional operation

should be taken over by a systems operations vendor who was
prepared to guarantee

• Service levels to the district health authorities

• Price protection to the district health authorities

Even though the entire operation was transferred to the systems

operations vendor and the districts are guaranteed support for

up to five years, they are also fi*ee to nm their own local systems

or enter into agreements with the vendors of their choice.

EXHIBIT 24

Case Study B: Long-Term Transition Management

Reasons for Adoption Not a core activity. Trend away from

regional computing centers

Vendor Selection Criteria Price

Staff selection

Length of Contract 5 years

Level of Satisfaction Good

Likes Improved network management

Dislikes Would like more proactive stance
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The systems operations vendor looking after the regional sys-

tems is guaranteed the right to be invited to tender for new
business or applications, but will have to win the business in

competition with other software and services vendors. There is

no guarantee that the vendor will receive any IS development

business.

So far the users have been very satisfied with the service pro-

vided, with improvements in the help desk facilities and the

eradication of operating problems in the wide-area network

being the most obvious manifestations of the improvements

made. However, the user would also like to receive a more

proactive stance from the systems operations vendor and faster

progress towards the implementation of up-to-date IS systems.

Applications Maintenance—Case Study C

Case study C, outlined in Exhibit 25, concerns a large IS group

where there is pressure for new applications that reflect more

customer orientation. Freeing IS staff" with valuable internal

business knowledge was the main objective.

The application was a major inventory and warehouse manage-

ment system implemented at several locations for regional

operations. The five-year-old systems had been treated like

most heavily used applications—speedy fixing of problems had

taken precedence over elegantly engineered solutions.

Because of the speed, and lack of discipline, with which "faults"

had been "corrected," the system was particularly fragile and

users perceived that a 24-hour emergency service was required.

The system was also providing users with very poor response

times—at one point response times had reached 20 minutes. As

a result, it was perceived that the system wotild need to be

replaced as soon as a suitable application software product covild

be found on which to base its successor.
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Since 23 people were employed in supporting the application,

this was an excellent test case on which to judge the promises of

the service vendor.

In this case the knowledge transfer required to release 19 of the

in-house support and development staff took six months. There

was also considerable spin-offin knowledge transfer from the

vendor to the computer operations staff, as improved working

practices were applied to establish a more stable and reliable

software environment.

This led to response times of less that one second being

achieved. In addition, the original high level of user complaint

has given way to silent satisfaction and the original 24-hoiir

emergency service level has been reduced to a normal working

hours service. Many of the new working practices introduced by

the vendor have been adopted by the IS client management.

The net result was the continued use of the application—^it was

no longer felt necessary to replace the system at considerable

expense.

As with other types of systems operations or facilities manage-

ment service, the major benefit seen by client management is

having a defined and costed service level as the primary objec-

tive of the service contract.

EXHIBIT 25

Case Study C: Applications Maintenance

Reasons for Adoption Need to free staff and improve

user service

Level of Satisfaction High

Likes Mucin improved user service

Dislikes None
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This measurability of course is the key to the success of such

projects. Most IS departments have not acqmred the tools or

management techniques to clearly define and regularly measure

the performance criteria by which both users and IS manage-

ment can judge the success of an application. They are more

usually trapped in a "fire-fighting" mode.

When users have more than just response times by which to

measure the service they receive and can assess the cost benefits

of changes they would like, then they can make informed deci-

sions and become involved in reducing running costs with clear

ownership of their own application requirements.

However, in spite of the considerable success achieved by this

project, no other applications have been outsourced under appli-

cation maintenance agreements by the user.

Platform Systems Operations

l.Case study D

The company that is the subject of Exhibit 26 is a large manu-

facturing company rimning applications such as accounting and

production management on IBM mainframe equipment. Like

many discrete manufacturing companies, the company operates

in highly competitive markets and faces constant pressure to

reduce costs.

Accordingly, the company decided that, whereas control of the

information available to management is a critical success factor,

running computer platforms is not. The company outsourced its

mainfi'ame operations, which were transferred to the system

operations vendor's data center, but retained in-house all appli-

cation development.
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The major benefits perceived by the user included

• Fixed annual costs

• No overtime payments to operations personnel

• No involvement in equipment upgrades
• Freedom from concerns over evolving operating systems

The combination of service levels and cost was the major basis

for the choice of vendor, but the vendor's proven technical exper-

tise was also an important consideration.

Case Study D: Platform Systems Operations

Reasons for Adoption Mainframe operations not a core

business

Vendor Selection Criteria Cost

Service levels

Length of Contract 5 years

Level of Satisfaction Good

Likes Improved level of service

Dislikes Adjustment to new working

relationships

The users perceived that service levels improved as a result of

the new arrangement, and their major concern was the length of

time it took the in-house development personnel to adjust to the

new working relationships with their former colleagues operat-

ing the systems.

2. Case Study E

Case Study D reflects the traditional role of platform systems

operations in providing a fixed-cost service on mainframe equip-

ment. Case Study E illustrates a different role for systems

operations in a midrange platform environment.
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The company that is the subject of Exhibit 27 is a manufactur-

ing company that had decentralized into a nimiber of business

units. As a resiilt, centralized IS services run from a common
mainframe were no longer felt to be appropriate and the busi-

ness units had adopted minicomputer-based solutions.

However, this had caused problems, which resulted in the finan-

cial department becoming involved in disputes over operational

problems on a daily basis. The user felt that the vendor that

had supplied the solution had underestimated the complexity of

equipment operation. Accordingly, a platform operations con-

tract was entered into with a systems operations vendor, which

relocated the minicomputer to its own data center.

The user perceived the transition to be very well managed and is

very satisfied with the invisibility of the new service, in spite of

some initial confusion over the use of the vendor's hotline ser-

vice. However the contract is only short term to enable the user

to gain experience in systems operations and review its needs

accordingly.

EXHIBIT 27

Case Study E: Platform Systems Operations

Reasons for Adoption Underestimated problems in operating

midrange systems

Vendor Selection Criteria Established relationship

Lengtli of Contract 18 months

Level of Satisfaction Very high

Likes Invisibility of service

Dislikes "Teething problems"
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Applications Systems Operations

1. Case study F

Case Study F, illustrated in Exhibit 28, also concerns a company

in the manufacturing sector that was faced with declining mar-

kets.

The company had been acquired by a conglomerate, and subse-

quently had been reorganized into a series of decentralized

business units. Prior to this re-organization, the company had a

large in-house IS department supporting mainframe-based

systems. As a result of the re-organization, centralized main-

frame-based systems were no longer felt to be appropriate and

there was a strong need to realign the IS systems with the new
business need. There was also a belief that the in-house IS

department was extremely costly.

Consequently, the in-house IS department was abolished and

the mainframe-based systems relocated to the vendor's data

center. However this was only a transitional arrangement with

the systems operations vendor also being given responsibility for

the development ofnew midrange-based systems to meet the

new requirements of the business.

The company was pleased with the software development and

support capabihties of the systems operations vendor, although

some problems in Uedsing with the operators in the vendor's

data center had arisen.
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EXHIBIT 28

Case Study F: Application Systems Operations

Reasons for Adoption f^ove to decentralized business units

Cost reduction

Length of Contract 3 years

Level of Satisfaction High

Likes Software development capabilities

Dislikes Lack of consistency in operating

procedures

2. Case Study G

While Case Study F is a typical example of a defensive move to

systems operations being imdertaken by a company facing con-

siderable financial pressure, Case Study G, as illustrated in

Exhibit 29, reflects a more forward-looking approach to systems

operations.

The company concerned is a comparatively small insurance

company, which recognized the need to develop comprehensive

new IS systems to support its business but perceived the cost of

investing in mainfi*ame equipment and custom software devel-

opment to be prohibitive for a company of its size.

So the company foimd a systems operations vendor that would

enable them to share the use of a mainframe and that would

develop the systems reqmred. This has proved to be a satisfac-

tory arrangement. However, the user regularly estimates the

equivalent cost of providing the service in-house to ensure that

the company is receiving good value fi-om the systems operations

vendor.
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This is clearly so while the service is based on a mainframe

platform, but the user has now turned its attention to downsiz-

ing and UNIV-based systems. It is probable that the company

wiU at some point in the future transfer the systems in-house on

UNIV-based equipment. The company believes that platform

operation will be considerably simplified in this environment.

EXHIBIT 29

Case Study G: Application Systems Operations

Reasons for Adoption Cost of developing new system

Vendor Selection Criteria Very few suppliers

Length of Contract 3-year rolling cycle

Level of Satisfaction Satisfactory

Likes Application development

Systems programming

Dislikes High turnover of operations personnel

I
.

This illustrates the large potential problem facing outsourcing

vendors from downsizing.

Desktop Services—Case Study H

Whereas Case Study G showed the potential negative impact of

downsizing on outsourcing, this case study shows the opportu-

nity. Case Study H is a desktop services contract issued by a

large conglomerate, primarily in manufacturing, to a support

and maintenance division of a major IT vendor.
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The buyer required wide geographic coverage because of its

many locations. It has over 90,000 PCs installed of almost every

brand and configuration. The manager of IS stated the purpose

of the contract is to "clean up our act and simplify the environ-

ment."

The buyer was suffering from the uncontrolled environment:

• It was not getting volume discounts that large and consistent

order placements could obtain.

• Maintaining compatibility among software packages was a

"nightmare."

• Training and education were complicated by the diversity of

equipment.

Case Study H: Desktop Services

Reasons for adoption Simplify the environment,

obtain discounts

Vendor selection criteria Experience, coverage

Value of contract $500 million

Level of satisfaction, etc. New contract

The services provided by the vendor under this contract are

listed in Exhibit 31. The employee purchase plan is a new fea-

ture (ideally it will encourage employees to purchase nonstan-

dard items in current inventory thus getting them out of the

system).
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Services Provided under
Desktop Services Contract

• Installation and "burn-in"

• Maintenance

• Help Desk support

• PC inventory management

• Quote Desk

• Employee purchase plan

The first priority will be to centralize the purchase and installa-

tion of eqviipment. Obviously getting the procurement process

under control is where savings can quickly be realized and stan-

dard platforms distributed through the organization.

This is a classic example of an external source being necessary

to make a fundamental change, in this case regaining control of

the desktop environment. There is actually an internal tmit in

the buyer already charged with many of the tasks in this con-

tract, such as maintenance and training. But they were deemed

not to be able to satisfy the overall need.

However, the buyer has not totally shifted this xmit to the con-

tractor—^it is working as a subcontractor. This could be a mis-

take.
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